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Abstract
Climate variability and extremes are now a part of everyday life around the planet. Climate change has a significant impact on the poor and vulnerable in various parts of the world. Climate variability and change have exacerbated the miseries of the impoverished in various parts of the world, including the well-to-do. As a result, several stakeholders around the world have created and executed climate change adaptation and mitigation programs. These projects and/or programs seek to mitigate the effects of climate change on the environment, specifically on humans. Projects have mostly targeted the least developed countries (LDCs) and disadvantaged households who are affected by climate change variability (smallholder farmers). Farmers in smallholdings have been encouraged to implement these projects on their land. Furthermore, some governments have implemented policies aimed at accomplishing the aims of climate smart agriculture. There are synergies and trade-offs between these actions for accomplishing climate smart agriculture’s goals (e.g. rotational grazing system for cattle, agroforestry adoption, integrated-cattle soybean production, and biotechnology promotion has showed higher food production and lower greenhouse gas emission). Lack of interest, inadequate policies, and a scarcity of land for rotation grazing, reduced productivity, and worse financial returns are only a few of the trade-offs of these interventions. As a result, via the development of appropriate strategies and regulations, climate smart agriculture aims to eliminate trade-offs and increase synergies. For higher production and guaranteed sustainability, these policies should attempt to promote synergies in crop production, animal production systems, forests, fisheries, and aquaculture. Climate-smart agriculture is not a brand-new farming method or collection of activities.
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1. Introduction
The Fourth Report of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) (2007) dispels any doubts regarding climate change and provides precise estimates for the twenty-first century, demonstrating that global warming will continue to rise [1, 2]. As a result, global warming’s effects, such as disruptions in food and water systems, will have a negative impact on development and livelihoods, and will very certainly add to the obstacles already posed by climate change in eradicating poverty [3]. This is anticipated to have an impact on rural impoverished communities’ social, cultural, and economic growth, as well as agricultural output, especially in Sub-Saharan Africa [4-6].
According to [7], global warming of the atmosphere and oceans, changes in rainfall patterns, and an increase in the frequency of extreme weather events have already been seen. Oceans and seas are becoming more saline and acidic, influencing aquatic species’ physiological and behavioral habits as well as productivity, habitats, and migration patterns [8]. The rising sea level, combined with stronger storms, has posed a serious threat to coastal communities and ecosystems [9]. Human activities are threatening to destroy the majority of the world in the coming centuries. Increased temperatures are causing certain inland water bodies, such as lakes, rivers, and streams, to dry up [10]. Other locations, on the other hand, are periodically subjected to destructive flooding. The poorest communities in the poorest countries are frequently the most vulnerable to these shifts [11].

Over the years, scientists and multilateral organizations have debated the best strategies to adapt to and mitigate the effects/impacts of climate change. What was more obviously emerging from the arguments was how disadvantaged groups may be aided [12]. As a result, climate-smart agriculture emerged as a path to future agriculture rather than a solution. Climate-smart agriculture emerged as a framework in 2010, propelled by the international community, as a notion for developing and implementing agricultural systems that promote climate adaptation and mitigation at the same time [13, 14]. Climate-smart agriculture, according to [15] and [16], comprises methods that are already in use, but it also emphasizes the application and modification of established technologies. In this vein, researchers must document ways for farmers, industry, consumers, and government to move toward, expand, or shift the “space” that allows multiple benefits from sustainable farming practices to be realized [15], as well as envision landscapes that are resilient to future change [17, 18].

In general, examining synergies and trade-offs between climate-smart agriculture goals is a critical step in developing solutions to sustainability problems [17-19]. The assessment, according to [17], can be accomplished by examining how alternative combinations of technical measures and behavioral modifications can achieve many long-term goals.

Conferring to [12], Climate Smart Agriculture (CSA) aims to tackle three main objectives: sustainably increasing agricultural productivity and incomes; adapting and building resilience to climate change; and reducing and/or removing greenhouse gas emissions, where possible

2. Literature Review

2.1 Future of Climate-Smart Agriculture

Climate-smart agriculture’s interventions have the potential to feed the world’s growing population without causing environmental damage. According to the [12], the goal for the next 30 years and beyond is to grow more food with less environmental impact. Its goal, however, is to supply the increased need for food, fibre, and fuel while leaving a considerably smaller environmental footprint.

Climate-smart agriculture has been promoted by both industrialized and developing countries in recent years. Despite global efforts to promote climate-smart agriculture, it faces obstacles. Production, productivity, poverty reduction, and environmental sustainability are all competing concerns during this shift from traditional agricultural production to climate-smart agriculture [20, 21]. Despite these obstacles, climate-smart agriculture goals can be achieved through a variety of methods (e.g., it is well known that agriculture remains the major cause of deforestation worldwide). Agriculture is responsible for around a quarter of all annual greenhouse gas emissions (e.g. methane, and ammonia from livestock and nitrates from inorganic fertilizers) [22]. Agricultural output, particularly crops and cattle, accounts for over 70% of inland freshwater withdrawals, regardless of the season. Nonetheless, people must eat, and the majority of smallholder farmers rely on agriculture as a source of income and will continue to do so [23].

2.2 Synergies of Climate-Smart Agriculture

Many approaches have been proposed to adapt to changing climates in order to achieve the goals of climate-smart agriculture [24, 25]. Plant genetics improvements as adaptive measures to climate change, according to [26], include genetic modifications for drought tolerance and improved root architecture for crops [27]. Soil conservation, agronomic management (such as shifting planting dates), water technologies (irrigation and harvesting), and financial instruments are all part of this (crop and weather insurance).

Climate-smart agriculture relies heavily on biophysical and socioeconomic contexts for societies to manage farms, crops, livestock, aquaculture, and capture fisheries; climate-smart agriculture relies heavily on biophysical and socioeconomic contexts for societies to manage farms, crops, livestock, and aquaculture, as well as capture fisheries. Switching types or species, modifying cropping calendars, and nutrient management techniques like micro-dosing, mulching, or organic fertilizer application are all choices [6]. The goal is to produce a high yield.

Improved pasture and feed quality, herd management changes, and specific responses to heat stress are all options for livestock. Conjoining species and managing temperature are climate-smart options in aquaculture, whereas changing locations, quotas, and species are all significant in fisheries [28]. Diversification of production, integrated
crop-livestock systems, agroforestry, restoring organic soils, limiting soil erosion, energy efficiency, biomass fuels, integrated pest management, and improved water resource and irrigation management are among the inclusive farm-management preferences [6, 29].

Landscape and/or ecosystem management: Climate-smart agriculture also encourages looking at agricultural systems in the context of larger landscapes and ecological systems in order to better understand the interconnections between agricultural production and ecological system services both within and outside of agro-ecological systems [30, 31]. A critical component is the function of water-resource management and land-use change in food security, adaptation, and mitigation across landscapes. Regulation and provision of ecological system functions, such as hydrology and biophysical variety, can result in production, adaptation, and mitigation co-benefits, especially in the soil [32, 33]. Food security, development, climate change adaption (microclimate), water management, soil protection, agrobiodiversity protection (pollinators), and succour with carbon storage and greenhouse gas emission reduction can all be benefited from multi-objective forest management [33, 34].

Increasing the adaptive ability of farmers, herders, fishermen, and foresters necessitates expanding a range of services. Climate information services, such as seasonal predictions or early-warning systems alluded by [35], [36] and [37] advising services that relate climate information to agricultural decisions, and financial services, such as credit and insurance, are all examples of these. Despite rising climate variability, social protection and new index-based weather insurance products may help smallholder farmers invest in agriculture [37].

Changes in the broader food system: Adaptation and mitigation efforts that promote food security and livelihoods are not solely focused on agricultural productivity [12, 16]. Harvesting, storage, transportation, primary and secondary processing, retail, and consumer behaviors are all critical components of the CSA-enabling and motivating ecosystem.

2.3 Tradeoffs of Climate-Smart Agriculture

Despite climate-smart agriculture, the method seeks to address the effects of climate alternate on agriculture manufacturing via advertising synergies to make crop and livestock systems, forestry, and fisheries, and aquaculture extra productive and extra sustainable. Below are some of the trade-offs between climate-smart agriculture objectives:

Large-scale bioenergy production brings trade-offs, such as forest or water protection [38, 39] (i.e., increases in food prices, which makes it a negative contribution to poor households). Agriculture intensification and improved fertility input efficiency, on the other hand, are not cost-effective for marginalized populations, for example, improved cultivars, improved animal breeds, and irrigation equipment [39]. Costs, in particular, are a common deterrent for smallholder farmers to embrace climate-smart agriculture practices.

Despite the fact that climate change is a global issue, most countermeasures or policy implementations are done at the national and/or even local level [39]. Similarly, specific Sustainable Development Goals (SDG) targets are established at the national level and on a national scale, and they do not apply to other countries. National policy proposals and strategies are essential within that framework for resolving sustainability issues associated with climate actions, but national research is still limited and unknown. Furthermore, most countries heavily subsidize fuel, which creates a huge disincentive for farmers to use water and energy properly [38, 40]. Moving forward, we must change this situation through strategies such as water policy, water tariffs, and reduced fuel subsidies, while also developing a reliable social safety net that will not push millions into poverty and jeopardize the country’s stability [41].

When it comes to climate-smart agriculture, land use decisions and tenure systems are frequently complicated trade-offs [41-43]. Unless enabling and supporting actions are done, the latter will have an impact on the most vulnerable stakeholders. At the family level, decisions are made about which experiments to conduct, each with its own set of upfront costs and risks for farmers. This implies farmers will demand not only a variety of CSA techniques, but also CSA interventions suited to local conditions and vulnerable communities [44]. The majority of smallholder farmers are wary of taking risks by adopting new agricultural technology.

Agriculture interventions that are climate-smart are designed to mitigate the effects of climate change. These activities primarily aimed at impoverished households, particularly in LDCs [43, 45-46]. Although obtaining inputs (cost or availability) is more difficult, higher labor requirements are also more challenging (e.g., agroforestry technology installation, conservation agriculture, biotechnology cost, organic farming labour, water harvesting techniques). Climate-smart agriculture technology are likely to fail and/or be ineffective, which is a trade-off [1-2, 46]. Other factors that contribute to CSA’s failure to achieve its goals include a lack of funding, poor extension services in most developing countries, a lack of patient adopters, weak institutions to enforce policies, donor dependency syndrome, a knowledge gap, and a lack of community interest, to name a few.

Furthermore, the timing of climate change mitigation and policy instrument deployment can alter the multi-sectoral impacts. According to [2] and [38] evaluated the trade-offs in meeting climate targets under five possible bioenergy and land-use strategies, finding that deforestation would be common if no complementing land policy was implemented.
3. Conclusion and recommendation

Early climate action is preferred for resolving trade-offs, and near-term climate action to reduce GHG emissions is an important component because it also helps to lessen mid-term trade-offs. Agriculture is one of the most studied sectors when it comes to the effects of climate change since it is one of the most vulnerable. Climate change and unpredictability pose additional development problems, particularly in LDCs, where the bulk of the population is dependent on climate-sensitive industries, such as agricultural output. Concerns about the additional challenges that climate change poses to agricultural development in order to meet poverty reduction and food security goals have risen sharply in recent years on the international and national policy agendas, and agriculture is regarded as one of the most effective ways out of poverty.

Climate-smart agricultural technology development is a critical method for enhancing agricultural output, establishing food self-sufficiency, and alleviating poverty and food insecurity among smallholder farmers in response to this problem. Smallholder farmers’ households around the world have been adopting and employing various climate-smart agricultural technology for quite some time now, albeit acceptance has not been perfect due to unforeseen hurdles.

Governments, non-governmental organizations, and other civil society organizations must intensify their efforts to promote CSA technologies among farmers across the globe. This has the potential to greatly enhance the rate of farmer adoption. This will improve not only the adoption of CSA technology, but also mitigation, resilience, and production, hence improving farmer household income. Money lending organizations should consider entering this sector to provide credit as well. Farmers who have access to credit services are thought to be more likely to adopt new agricultural technologies than those who do not.
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